
The First Americans
WHO WAS HERE BEFORE US?



How did people reach the 
Americas?

• Americas: North and South America- unknown to most of the world until 1492

• Theory: a system of ideas intended to explain something, a hypothesis 

• Scientists believe the first humans came to the Americas 20,000-30,000 years ago

• HOW? 

• There were no ships during that time to cross the Atlantic or Pacific

• There were no planes to fly across the Atlantic or Pacific

• So how do did people reach the Americas when civilization began in Asia?



Land Bridge Theory
• Between 10,000 and 100,000 years ago the world was covered in glaciers- The Ice Age

•When the world’s oceans were frozen into glaciers, Ocean levels dropped

•This created shallow water or dry land in several parts of the world

• Scientists hypothesize, or theorize, that hunter-gatherers from Asia followed 
animal herds across dry land near Russia/Alaska and walked into North America

• Hunter-gatherers: a nomadic group of people that lived by following animal herds 
and harvesting wild food



Land Bridge Theory
• Once hunter-gatherers migrated into North America, they continued to 
follow herds down the continent and into South America

• Eventually the glaciers melted and closed off the “Land Bridge” with water 

• The Natives that had already migrated began to form civilizations with 
governments, economies, and cultures

• These early civilizations lived in North and South America for thousands of 
years before the Europeans began to explore 



Land Bridge 
Theory 

1. How did scientists 
create this theory?

2. How could they 
prove this theory?

3. Why would Natives 
continue to migrate 
and spread out?



Native American Cultures form

• Way of life: farming, gathering, fishing, hunting, trading
• Religion: many Native Americans believed that spirits 
dwelled in nature and these spirits were part of their daily 
lives
• Traditions: Native Americans formed rituals to worship 
their gods and passed down their history through 
storytelling 



North American Tribal Regions
1) Arctic: land was covered in ice and snow all year long, relied on animals for 

food and clothing. Inuit: igloos 

2) Northeast: Also called Eastern Woodlands. Farmland, forests, and access to 
many rivers and lakes. Iroquois and Algonquian

3) Southeast: Hot summers and good farmland, also relied on fishing. Built 
houses from clay to keep the inside cool. Cherokees, Creeks, Natchez, and 
Chickasaw

4) Great Plains: Stretch of land between the Mississippi River and Rocky 
Mountains, survived by farming (corn, beans, and squash) and buffalo. 
Lived in earth lodges or tepees. Osage, Dakota, Blackfeet



Native 
American 
Regions


